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Y -Chromosomes and the Lineage of
Roger Parke (NJ 1682) : Part 2

Early New Jersey Settlers of
Northumberland Co., PA
By Cecilia Kasberg Park PS#535

By Lee R . Christensen #957

Many years ago, Louise Parks of Pennsylvania
submitted information about her ancestors and other early
settlers named Park, Parke, or Parks in Northumberland
County, PA, who came or may have come from New
Jersey. Northumberland was organized in 1772, and is
located in east central Pennsylvania, northeast of Harrisburg and west of Allentown . Its county seat is Sunbury.
The question inevitably arises whether these
Northumberland settlers were descendants of Roger
Parke (NJ 1682) . The information concerning them is
rough and incomplete but it is made available here in the
hope that other researchers may be able to fill in blanks to
prove or disprove the various connections.
Louise Parks' earliest known ancestor is believed to
have been Robert Park/e/s, whose parents are unknown . Robert lived in Lebanon Township, Hunterdon
County, NJ, before the mid-1700's. Hunterdon and
newer counties organized from it are known to have
provided homes for the immigrant Roger and many of his
descendants . The history submitted by Louise Parks did
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Editor 's Note. In the last issue of the Newsletter;
2002 Vol. 40 No. 1, pp . 14-15, we presented Part 1 of
Lee Christensen 's report concerning his genealogical
research efforts using Y-chromosome testing. The Ychromosome is passed only through the male line and
thus is of interest to researchers tracing particular
family names . As mentioned previously, Lee is a
tenth-generation descendant of Roger Parke (NJ
1682), through Roger, Jr.2, Joseph', Joseph, Jr', and
Micajah5, dubbed the "Joseph/Micajah line" by Lee.
(See: Descendants of Roger Parke, Immigrant, 16481739 (2000), pages 10, 17, 19, 21, 26, 27, 48 and 288,
by Cecilia B . Parke #535L .)
In Part 1, Lee described his efforts to trace his
family history, and his uncertainty about the connection of his grandfather John Parke (b. UT, 1854) with
his putative great-grandfather Charles Parke (b. IN,
1828), a Roger Parke descendant. Available documentation was insufficient to resolve all doubts about
the relationship, and Lee decided to try DNA testing.
He was interested also in an undocumented family
tradition that his line may have been descended from
Daniel Parke (I) (1628-1679) of Williamsburg, Va.,
son of William Parke (VA 1631) . Lee recruited volunteers to submit to the testing. Initial results were
inconclusive, so he arranged for more tests, and
ultimately he did establish his ancestral line, which he
calls the Joseph/Micajah line, but not a connection
with Daniel.
As also mentioned in Part 1, the firm through
which Lee arranged for testing is Family Tree DNA,
Continued on page 25

Welcome New Members!
1422 Ransom Duer "R. Dan" Parke
Houston, TX
1423 Kimberly Michelle Jones Parks
Rusk, TX

1424 Patricia Ann Thomson
Windsor, Ont ., Canada
1425 Gareth Robert Habel
Alexandria, VA

A Word from Your Editor
Once again, my sincere apologies for the lateness of this issue in reaching you. We WILL have an Issue No . 3 as part
of volume 40, but it will appear in 2004 . A report on the 2003 Convocation at Fort Wayne, IN, will be included in that
issue. Thanks for your patience! PDP
Correction

Father Michael (Tad) Parks Ordained

The correct postal address for Mrs . Virginia L . Keefer
#1173 is 2065 Beechmont Street, Keego Harbor, MI 483201170 . Her house number was incorrectly stated to be 206
Beechmont in her article "Notes Toward a Family History of
John and Isabella Galbraith Parks of Pennsylvania," Newsletter 2003 Vol . 40 No . 1, pages 1, 13 . In addition, Mrs . Keefer's
current e-mail address is as stated in the editorial note at the
beginning of her article, not as stated at the end of the article.
It is : ginnykeefer@sbcglobal .net.

Our very warm congratulations to Father Michael (Tad) Parks,
our executive director and historian, who was ordained a priest in
the Episcopal Church in the United States on July 26, 2003, at the
Cathedral Church of All Saints in Milwaukee, WI . We reported on
his ordination as a deacon in the Newsletter, 2003 Vol . 40 No . 1, at
page 5 . As explained there, Father Michael does not anticipate full
time parish ministry, but will continue to earn his living in the
secular world while serving at parishes throughout the Milwaukee
Diocese . Currently he performs priestly duties at St. Peter's, West
Allis, WI, in the absence of the Rector.
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In Memoriam : Everett A. Parke #557
We are saddened to report the passing of Commander
(CDR) Everett A . Parke, U .S . Navy (Retired), on
.FebruCay25,03gd81ersatWhino,D
.
CDR
Parke was born on December 14, 1921, at Grand Junction, CO, a son of Benjamin Everett Parke (1875-1937)
and Ethel Gertrude Peck Park (1884-1959) . He was a
ninth generation descendant of Roger Parke' (NJ 1682),
through Roger, Jr.', Joseph3, Timothy', Robert S .5, Curtis',
George P.', and Benjamin E .8 CDR Parke was buried with
full military honors at Arlington National Cemetery.
CDR Parke earned an associate degree from Mesa Junior College, Grand Junction, CO, and a B .S. degree from
the U .S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD . Commissioned
an officer in the Navy, he served throughout World War II
and the Korean conflict, with duty on battleships, cruisers
and destroyers . CDR Parke also participated in Operation
Crossroads, the program of nuclear testing conducted at
Bikini Atoll in 1946 . He had a tour of duty in Vietnam as
the Naval Attache . As captain of the destroyer USS Robert A. Owens (DD-827), he took part in the quarantine of
Cuba in 1962 in connection with the Cuban missile crisis.
Following his retirement from the Navy in 1966, CDR Parke
was employed for six years as senior research analyst with
the Central Intelligence Agency. Subsequently he engaged

in defense-related research and consulting for private firms.
On January 21, 1945, at Philadelphia, PA, CDR Parke
married Margaret Rebok, daughter of Preston A . and
Anna Goodfellow Rebok. They had two daughters,
Cynthia Parke Beukema of Minneapolis, MN, and
Margaret Ellen Parke of Fairfax, VA . His wife, daughters
and two grandsons survive him.
CDR Parke was a Life Member of the Parke Society,
joining in 1983. At the annual convocation held at
Woodstock, VT, in that year, CDR Parke was elected
Trustee for Region 3, for a term ending in 1986 . In
addition to genealogy, he played the clarinet, performing
as a member of chamber music orchestras and concert
bands in the Washington, D .C., area. From 1975 to
1995, he was a member of the National Concert Band of
America, making recordings and performing at the
Jefferson Memorial during the summer. CDR Parke's
memberships included St. John's Church Lafayette
Square and the Army-Navy Club . He was also a past
president of the Washington, DC Chapter of the Circumnavigators Club . Other interests included European
travel, oenology, chess, tennis, painting in oils and acrylics, and composing limericks ..

Dana Parks Jr. Memorial Circulating Library
Jean Churchill #934, Librarian
221 S. Wyomissing Ave, Shillington, PA 19607-2535
email: churchill@talon .net
New additions to our Library Collection:
"James Parks & Elizabeth Davis from MD > PA > OH" updated by Saundra Gail Beckum #1311 ; July 2003.
(LK = TZ) Mrs . Beckum has done a tremendous job of compiling a wealth of material on this lineage . There are
several active researchers but they have been unable to definitely find the father of James Parks, born c . 1780/81 in
either Maryland or Fayette Co, PA . Is he the son of David Parks and an unknown wife of Fayette Co, PA? This
manuscript includes information about living descendants . Therefore due to privacy issues, it has not been added to the
general library collection . For more information please contact either Mrs . Saundra Beckum, 4563 Elkan Ave., Macon,
GA 31206-4614 (email : sabeckum@aol .com), or me . (See my address above .)
"David Parks & Elizabeth Lance from PA to OH" compiled by J. Churchill, June 2003 . L K = CT . All the
relevant material regarding this Missing Link has been combined into one bound manuscript which is now available for
loan. A short summary of this lineage appeared in our Newsletter 2000, Vol . 37, p.42. (Loan fee-$3 .) 000/ML
"Silas Leonard Parks & Peter Glick Parks" compiled by J. Churchill, June 2003. LK = CU . This bound manuscript contains all the research available on these two brothers whose unknown father is believed to have lived in
Vermont. Articles on this Missing Link have been published in the following Newsletters : 1999 Vol. 36 pp. 34, 39;
Continued on page 21
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In Memoriam : James F. Parks #915
Word has been received of the passing of James Franklin Parks on August 28, 2003, at
the Kingston General Hospital, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, following a long illness . Our
sympathy goes out to his family.
James F . Parks was born on September 2, 1925, a son of Franklin James Parks and
Georgianna Sills Parks . He was an eleventh-generation descendant of Robert Parke' (MA
,
1630), through Thomas 2, Nathaniel3, Joseph4, James5 , Cyrenius8 6 ,Milo'JhnFrak
Newton E.9 , and Franklin James 10. James was married to Mary Parks . He is survived by
her and their two children, Mrs . Kathryne Parks Clancy, born September 2, 1950, and
Robert J . Parks, born December 20, 1952 . James and Mary also had four grandchildren,
Mrs . Michelle Clancy Gibson, Scott Clancy, Michael R . Parks, and Starr Parks; and three
great-grandchildren, Brendan Parks, Olivia Parks, and Miya Gibson.

James F . Parks #915 (1925-2003)

Mr. Parks lived at Napanee, Ontario . He joined the Society in 1989, when the Society held its 26t h Convocation at
Kingston, Ontario . His funeral was conducted by Rev . John Craig at the Wartman Funeral Home Chapel, followed by
interment at the Riverview Cemetery.

Welcome to our New Registrar!
We are pleased to announce that R . "Dan" Park #1422, of Houston, Texas, has agreed to assume the duties of
Registrar for the Parke Society effective November 1, 2003 . He will succeed Lyle Orem #606L, who has held the
post since 2000 . Lyle had planned to end his tenure on July 1 but graciously agreed to stay on until his successor could
take over.
Dan Park is a twelfth generation descendant of Robert Parke' (MA 1630), in the line of Thomas 2'3, Samuel',
Nehemiah5'6, Nathaniel', Ransom H .8, Lucius9, Ransom S.10 , and Ransom Keith ." He was born in Saginaw, Michigan,
on April 17, 1941, the son of R . Keith and Elvira Deur Park . As he writes, Dan "was dubbed with the unlikely moniker
of Ransom Deur Park ." He graduated from Vassar High School, Vassar, Michigan, in 1959, and from what is now
Cedarville University in Ohio in 1964 . Dan was one of the original announcers on the college radio station, WCDRFM (now called "CDR Radio") . He taught in the field of special education in the public schools for two years before
embarking on his career in computer programming and systems analysis, which spanned a third of a century . For three
years during that time, Dan was data processing manager with Life Action Ministries in Buchanan,
Michigan.
Now retired, Dan is pursuing Internet-related activities including family history. He joined the
Society earlier in 2003 . Dan can be heard on the Internet as a musical host on Outbound Music
(www.outboundmusic .com) . If you go there, click on Radio and select either Channel 1 or 2.
As mentioned, Dan lives in Houston, where he also has immediate family consisting of his
son, Robert "Bob" Daniel Park, Bob's wife Jennifer, and two grandchildren,
Kelsey Elizabeth Park and Christopher Daniel Park . Bob's mother was
Edith Lorena (Dudley) Hoppens, who died on May 30, 1999.

R. "Dan" Park #1422, Registrar

Dan's preferred method of communication is e-mail at : rdpark@hal-pc .org. His website is located at:
http://home .houston .rr.com/rdpark/
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Dana Parks Jr. Memorial Circulating Library - Continued from page 19

2001 Vol . 38 p .14 ; and 2001 Vol . 38 p. 42. (Loan
fee-$3 .) 000/ML
"Todd's 1866-1936 Meet Your Forebears" by
Major M.L. Todd. The Parke ancestry set forth in
this work is from descendants of Robert (MA 1630)
who settled in French Creek, Chautauqua Co ., New
York . Descendancy charts for the Todd, Parke and
Wolcott lines, reference material, drawings by
Vincent H . Todd, Ph.D ., sketch of Bela Todd by GL.
Todd, and photographs have been added to help the
reader follow the story.
In his first paragraph Major Todd sums up his view
of his family : "We, Todds, have a right to be proud
of our ancestry on both sides . It is necessary to take
a broad view. In a general way, both the Todd and
Park folk were honest people who stood out in their
communities but at all times did their own thinking,
paid their debts, died owing no one and were not
afraid to speak their minds. People of that type are
the salt of the earth . They were the old pioneer stock
who did things."
I think this is one of the most fascinating true
stories I have ever read . The subjects were exceptional in using their ingenuity to improve their quality
of life. This was a time when neighborhood families
had a much closer relationship . They depended upon
each other for helping with work when needed, and
also for socialization . Both the Todds and the Parks
were excellent neighbors, but also unusually opinionated which adds a delightful measure of humor to the
story. I highly recommend this book donated by
Laura Wallenbeck #1414 . (Loan fee-$3 .) 000/
TODD
The following books have been donated by Cecilia
Parke #535, Lineage Leader for Roger of New
Jersey (1682) (Lineage key = K):
"Samuel Shepard & Wife Hannah Fuller of NE,
NY, & MI - Ancestors & Descendants 16351993" compiled by Loren R. Gute pub. 1993 by
Gateway Press . (LK = K) (Loan fee - $3 .) 000/
GUTS
Mrs . Parke has provided a family chart to help the
reader follow the line of descent of this branch of the
Roger of New Jersey lineage.

The Parke connection begins with Samuel Shepard II
who was born about 1799 at Sharon, Vermont, the
second son of Samuel Shepard and Hannah Fuller.
Samuel Shepard II married his first wife, Hannah Park of
Newfane (Newford), Niagara Co, NY about 1824 . She
was born in 1813, at Erin, New York, the daughter of
Robert Park II and his first wife, Hannah . It is presumed
that Hannah Park Shepard died between Oct . 24, 1835
and Oct . 1, 1838.
In 1839, Samuel II married Anna A . Park who was
the daughter of Robert Park II and his second wife, Sally
Ann Park (b. 1813 Tioga Co .- now Chemung), NY. In
1840, Samuel II moved his family to Michigan, settling a
few miles west of Owosso, Shiawassee County, Michigan. Samuel and Anna continued to live in the settlement
until their deaths . Both are buried in Oak Grove Cemetery, Owosso, MI.
This book continues the lineage down through the
following sons of Samuel II:
1.Chauncey Franklin, born Sep . 21, 1829 at Newfane
(Newford), Niagara Co, New York . On June 18, 1853
in Owosso, MI, he married Amanda Kidder Guilford,
daughter of Franklin Paul Guilford and Samantha Manley.
2. Francis Marion born Oct . 14, 1840 in Niagara Co,
New York. Francis taught school in the townships of
Middlebury and Owosso for several years . On December 31, 1868, he married a former pupil, Maria Adelia
DeWitt, the daughter of Walter C . DeWitt and Margaret
Middlesworth.
"Family History" and "Brundage Family-Hummer
Family-Sargent/Sergeant Family-Thatcher Family, "both compiled by Marian Park Howell and Beulah
Park Tholen . These manuscripts follow the line from
Roger Parke (NJ 1682) (LK = K) through the Robert
Park II branch that settled in Erin, New York. (Loan
fee-$3 .) 000/HOW
"Bristol and America . " A record of the first settlers in
the Colonies of North America 1654-1685, transcribed
by R. Hargreaves-Mawdsley . (Loan fee-$3 .) 929.1/
MAW
"Pennsylvania Index, "pub . by The Historical Society
of PA, 1877 . Multi-volume set. (Loan fee-$3 .) 929 .1/
BOO
Vol. 1 : Indices to the PA Magazine of History and
Continued on page 27
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Historian's Corner:
The Science and Art of Genealogy
By (Fr.) Michael (Tad) Parks+, PS #425H
Genealogy is both a science and an art. It is an
art in that the longer you "practice" it, the better you get
at finding and interpreting your needed information.
Experience, built upon your reading on technique and
methodology, is the very best indicator of future success
in breaking through apparent dead ends.
It is a science in that we should be building the
case for our genealogical conclusions on proven, documentable facts and not on hunches, feelings, or personal
opinions . The words "undoubtedly", "unquestionably,"
"presumably," or worse still, "assumedly" should not
appear in our work. Not, that is, if we want our work to
be judged as worthy and credible by other researchers.
Does this mean that we MUST omit anything that
is not fully documentable? It depends upon the audience.
If you are preparing papers for the DAR or the OF&P,
you omit . Period, end of sentence . The caution here is
that standards used today by patronal organizations are
much more rigorous than, say, 20 years ago . Many
groups (DAR in particular) no longer allow applications
for membership based solely on prior applications . New
applications must clearly re-prove their entire line . Are
they tossing out the old members? No . But more than
one DAR daughter has found that she has been unable to
join even though her mother may have been the Grand
Matron of her Chapter. While this is an unfortunate
circumstance, the patronal organizations are trying
desperately to clean up their acts with a reliance on more
scientific work.
What about compiled genealogies? A conditional, caveat laden, perhaps . Before accepting and
citing somebody else's work, you should make reasonable efforts to verify it. Assume nothing!
Many times you will come across information
about family groups that for many reasons seem "must be
related", but the documentary, absolute proof of a
connection just is not to be found . I kind of swing both
ways on this point, based mostly on the quality of whatever evidence is available . Hypothesis is permissible, but
hypothesis is not proof, however reasonable.

If you DO want to include such possible connections, and subsequent offspring, you must clearly indicate
the assumption being used, either in the text (preferred) or
in a footnote . My preference would be to put the actual
descendant line in an appendix, instead of within the main
body of the text. Why? This makes it even more clear
that all the i's are not dotted on this possible connection.
Buried within the main body, caveat laden text is probably
too easily overlooked by the casual reader.
However, most genealogical programs don't
allow for this kind of accommodation . Maybe the best
way to do this is to see if the printed output can be
converted to a WORD or WORD PERFECT document
which you can then massage . Depending upon how your
work will be distributed, you may want to do some cut
and paste of the text to an appendix . But this too will call
for possible repagination, and a reworking of the index
and table of contents, not a small task. The other alternative would be to change the font to italics or something
equally distinctive.
Does this all sound way too complicated? Then
your choice is either to omit the "assumed" connection, or
if you must, for whatever reason, include the problematic
material,
then add, right up front, a "Caveat Page" delineating all
these troublesome links (with page numbers).
Another possibility would be to create separate
FTM (or whatever files) containing the problematic
material, and then adding them at the end of the main
body of text, after the index . These sections might then
have their own indexes.
The goal of all this is to give anyone reading and
perhaps using your work, a "due diligence" notice as to
issue areas in your work.
I am sure that some "professional" genealogists
will take great exception to my suggestions on including or
excluding problematic connections, and they are certainly
welcome to their opinions . My aim, however, is to
perhaps hold out hope for preservation of our loose ends
Continued on page 23
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Historian' Corner: The Science and Art of Genealogy -- Continued from page 22

for possible future use, while clearly stating the pros and cons related thereto . Anything less than these caveats runs the
risk of being genealogically and intellectually dishonest.
Finally, remember, while we may have ancestors who were exceptional in bravery, wealth, or position, we do
not live through them, but by our own efforts, skills and contributions to life. No one really should boast on his or her
ancestry.
PAX,
Historian Tad

Concerning Names and Their Spelling . . .
By (Fr.) Michael (Tad) Parks+, PS#425H

I truly love linguistics and languages although I
am not particularly skilled at them . I love pondering how
things are expressed and syntactically organized in
different tongues, and how we carry this cultural inheritance over from our native tongue to a secondary language.
Writing systems also intrigue me, from the Latin/
Roman alphabet to Hebrew script to Chinese Characters. History essentially did not exist until men learned
how to set things down in symbols, symbols that others
could look at and know what it was all about . Oh yes,
there was oral tradition, but we as genealogists know
how that goes!
The invention of writing was a great step forward
in the development of culture and society. It now enabled man to record his history, his discoveries and his
aspirations . And he didn't need to be on hand in order
to convey this to another person, or the community . The
key to this passage of knowledge was a commonly
understood set of symbols recognized and understood by
others . Which led to the establishment, over time, of
standard forms for the character, script, or, in the Latin/
Roman alphabetical system, orthography or the spelling
of words . Hence came dictionaries, books which not
only defined word usage, but set the standard as to
HOW a word was to be spelled in order to be understood . These were supplemented in some European
countries by national academies whose mission was to
protect their language against too rapid change, in
spelling and in every other way.
"So, what's your point?" you say. Just this.
While we have standards of spelling for words that are
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and the like, it is quite a different situation when it comes to names, including place
names, but more often, personal names, both given and

sur (or family) . Which is the point of this piece . Proper
name spelling, especially of surnames, is far too variable,
and far too full of potholes (unintentional errors or errors
of ignorance by the recorders of data, both public and
otherwise), for us to try to build an argument for or
against a certain family connection based solely on a
particular spelling of a name.
Ambrose Bierce (1842-1913?), in his The
Devil's Dictionary, defines as orthography "The
science of spelling by the eye instead of by the ear."
Unfortunately just the opposite seems to rule concerning
proper names . They were more than likely spelt by the
ear (or perception of what the ear was hearing) than by
the eye. So, was it PARK, or PARKE, or PARKES or
PARKS? It depends. And it is only in the 20th century
that we have really seen, with the advent of typewriters
and computers, not to mention income tax, Social Security, credit cards, and a host of other devices for which
consistent spelling is essential and unavoidable, the full
standardization of proper names.
As one example, just think of the ways that the
common name of MEYER might be written . Or another
example, here are some different ways that
Shakespeare's name was spelt —
Shagspere, Shakspere, Shakespere, Shakespeare
Question — Which spelling of Shakespeare do you think
was written on his marriage certificate?
Answer— William Shagspere.
When it came to names of people, there was little
assistance available to the folk who actually recorded and
wrote things down for others to read and use . Given
names sometimes had help from the way they appeared in
the Bible . But there were variations there too, as different
versions were used by different groups of people . And
Continued on page 24
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Concerning Names and Spellings -- Continued from page 23

again, often how a name was rendered into English from some other tongue might yield its own variations.
Apropos of this topic, I recently came across a little discussion of this particular problem, which I want to share
with you all . I think it is the best exposition of the issue that I have ever read, and worthy of consideration by all genealogists. Carl Boyer, III, writing in the Preface to his original volume of Ship Passenger Lists, National and New
England (1600-1825), published in 1977, went on at some length describing how he put together his volume of lists in
the days before the wide use of computers, and especially long before the advent of personal computers and Note
Books that we are so familiar with . He writes:
"Then comes the time when the copying of names is done, and it is time to get out the scissors and cut the lists
.
Then
comes the gigantic job of sorting into category and a rough alphabet, dropping little slips into envelopes
apart
marked with an initial . The final sorting by letter comes, the final alphabetical order, then the regrouping, putting the
Stuarts up with the Stewarts, knowing full well some purists will be upset even though one can argue that the clerk who
made the list did not know, in all probability, which way to spell the name, half the time, nor in many cases did the
person being listed.
"How does one envision what is happening in Belfast in the early nineteenth century . Is the passenger Scots or
Irish? What is the clerk? How literate are they? How has the cultural background of the area modified their own national
heritage?
"In Germany, does the difference in spelling between Schmidt and Schmitt really mean something, as is often
suggested, or does it only reflect the background of the official making the record? Did the emigrant, or passenger, look
at the entry? Or offer to help with the spelling in the first place?
"Even today, this researcher's [Boyer's] experience as a teacher points up the fact that many names are not
spelled in the most acceptable way, but the spelling used by the bearer of the name is correct insofar as that person is
concerned . Names are still misspelled in official records by harried clerks . At school registration time [Remember, this —
Continued on page 29
Early New Jersey Settlers of Northumberland Co ., PA . -- Continued from front cover

not actually show a Roger Park/e/s but only went back as
far as her ancestor David A . Park/e/s . However, other
descendants of Robert in the Chemung Co ., NY area
stated that Roger Parke was their ancestor . This needs to
be documented and proven.

Stillson in January of 1813, in Mansfield Woodhouse,
Sussex Co ., NJ . They were married in the Methodist
Church at Asbury. John and Annie had a son, James S .,
born in 1825, who married Ariminta Breese and they in
turn had four children.

Louise Parks' list of the known or suspected children
of Robert Park of Lebanon Township, Hunterdon
County, was as follows:

John Parke, son of William and Sarah Jewell Parke of
Hopewell, NJ, . moved to the Shamokin area of
Northumberland probably just after the Revolutionary
War. John was a great-grandson of the immigrant Roger
Parke (NJ 1682) . He married Charity Stout, daughter of
John Stout and Mabel Sexton, and they had six children.
(Cecilia Parke, Descendants of Roger Parke, Immigrant 1648-1739 (2000), pages 27-28, 57-58 .) Not
much else is known of this family . Was John related to
Robert Parke of Lebanon Township? Did John remain in
Northumberland or move on?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Alexander;
James (born 1742);
John (not confirmed) ; and
Andrew (not confirmed).

Through Robert's son James Park, born in 1742, the
line of descent proceeds to James' son James Park/e,
born 1768, who moved to East Chillisquaque Township,
Northumberland County, PA . The younger James
married Rebecca Ketcham about 1788 in NJ or PA.
James and Rebecca had a son John, born Jan . 12, 1793
in Northumberland County, who married Annie LAKE
24

Another Parke in the Shamokin area was David
Park/e who died there in 1774 . This David was possibly
a brother to William who died there in 1805 . (But see
Continued on page 25
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note below) William's wife was Sarah -?- . David left a will . The account of the administration of his estate named
various people, such as his eldest son William Parke and also Martin Kinney, who were to be paid cash for removing the children of David . (This strange expression meant simply that they were to be paid their expenses if they decided
to take the younger children back to New Jersey .) The account listed also a cash payment to Nathan Park, his charge
for keeping the children . The document, signed by James Giles, was recorded in the Register's Office, at Sunbury, the
11th day of August 1774 . (Administration account of Estate of David Park due 11 August 1775 .) NOTE : As mentioned, David's eldest son William was to decide whether to take the other children back to relatives in New Jersey . The
William who died in 1805 could have been David's son rather than a brother.
Also in the Shamokin area was a Roger Park, listed in the 1800 census . And nearby in Catawissa Twp .,
Northumberland Co ., PA, according to the censuses of 1800 and 1810, we find still another Roger Park. NOTE:
Augusta Twp., from which Coal Township was organized, became a part of Catawissa Township, and later, in
1788, a portion of Shamokin . So these Parks could have lived in the same physical location but in different
townships over time.
In 1800 the two Roger Parks found in the Northumberland Co ., PA . census were living next to Isaac and Joseph
Pegg. (The Peggs relate back to Richard Park, born ca. 1750, possible grandson of another John Park, who was
born about 1706 and lived in Bethlehem Twp ., Hunterdon Co., NJ . This John was a grandson of the immigrant Roger
Parke (NJ 1682) . (Cecilia Parke, op. cit., pages 20, 24 .) About 1748, in Bethlehem Twp ., Hunterdon Co ., NJ, John
married Mary Pegg Heath, widow of Nathan Pegg . John had children from a previous marriage as did Mary Pegg.
(Id., p. 24 .) Another old New Jersey family, the Kinneys, were also related to the above .
Continued on page 29
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1919 North Loop West, Suite 110, Houston, TX
77008, tel. 713-868-1438 . This will be of interest to
readers who may want to test for a connection with
Roger Parke (NJ 1682) . Family Tree DNA offers a
discounted rate ($100 .00 per person) to Park/e/s. A
release form must be signed to share your test results
with other test subjects . The "Park Surname Group
join code" is: http ://wwwfamilytreedna .com/
surname_ join. asp?code =R26624 More information
may be sought at: Info@familytreedna.com PDP

As mentioned at the end of Part 1, I considered it
fortunate that Volunteer Nos . 1639 and 1640 were both a
12/12 match with No. 696 . This meant that my grandfather John Parke was genetically a Parke, and that my
cousin No . 695 has a fascinating question in his family
tree. The matching numbers 696, 1639 and 1640 I've
labeled the Joseph/Micajah line, after the grandfather and
great-grandfather of Charles and Ira.
In my research to document the family history of the
line of John, Charles, Thomas Harris, Micajah, and
Joseph, I found many other Parkes from in and around
northwestern New Jersey, in the counties of Hunterdon,
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Sussex and Warren . Now that I had the beginnings of a
well-defined Parke line, I decided to test some other
Parke paper trails from New Jersey. With the help of Tad
Parks and Percy Park, I found six other volunteers.
Another individual trying to define the line of her father,
not a Parke line, found much to her surprise that he is a
12/12 match with the Joseph/Micajah line . To help her, I
had testing performed on one of her half-cousins once
removed. In all, I had seven more tests conducted.
The first one, Kit No . 2707, had a paper trail from
Roger Parke' (NJ 1682) through his son John2, John3,
Noah', which is considered one of the better documented
paper trails from the Immigrant Roger . It is an 11/12
match with Joseph/Micajah.
In an effort to more precisely define the most recent
Parke common ancestor, I had Nos. 2707 and 1639
tested further . No. 2707 is a 23/25 match with No.
1639 . This does not indicate a high probability that the
Immigrant Roger is the direct ancestor of Joseph/Micajah,
although they do share a common ancestor. Roger's
identification as the probable immigrant ancestor for the
Joseph/Micajah line has always been based on circumContinued on page 26
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stantial evidence, i.e., time period and geography. They
were in the same area, Micajah a couple of generations
after Roger; and if not Roger, then who?
The paper trail for Kit No . 2708 was from Roger
(veteran of the War of 1812), through his son George,
and George's son Andrew Jackson Park . It is a nomatch with the Joseph/Micajah line . This did not surprise
the family historian for Andrew's line . She has thought
that Andrew was either an adopted child or stepchild of
George Parke, as Andrew's mother was George's
second
wife. Here again, the historian has a fascinating question
in the family tree . [Ed. note. This Roger Parke was
born in 1756, NJ, and died in 1813 while a British
prisoner of war. Through another tested line, that of
his son Joseph (No. 4407, below), Roger (b. 1756) has
been shown to be a descendant of the Immigrant
Roger. The details of their exact connection have
not been established, but the younger Roger probably
was a grandson of Roger Parke, Jr 2]
Kit No . 4404 was a Mitchell, not a Parke . I asked
him to be tested because earlier in my project I had been
contacted by FamilytreeDNA . They had an individual
with the surname of Mitchell who was a 12/12 match with
the Joseph/Micajah line. I contacted Ms . Mitchell who
had had her father tested and who was astonished to find
a 12/12 match with the Parke line . While she was voicing
all kinds of theories, such as that her line of Mitchells must
have changed their name from Parke way back when they
lived on the Scottish/English border, I got her to give me
the name of a half-cousin once removed . They have a
grandfather in common. I contacted the half-cousin, and
he became No . 4404, and was a no-match with the
Parke line. As a result, Ms. Mitchell, like my cousin, No.
695, and No . 2708, has a fascinating question about her
family tree.
The paper trail for Kit No . 4405 starts with Andrew
Park in Monongalia, WV, during the late 1700's . He was
a no-match with the Joseph/Micajah line . In fact those
who have researched this line do not claim that it descends from Roger Parke (NJ 1682). My own speculation prior to the Y-chromosome test was that Andrew was
related because Roger Parke, veteran of the War of
1812, had enlisted in the army from Monongalia, WV,
where Andrew and his family lived. [Concerning Roger
Parke of the War of 1812, see editor 's note following
discussion of Kit No. 2708, above. ] With just one test
resulting in a no-match, this line has not been defined.
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The paper trail for Kit No . 4406 is from Nathan Park
and his son Charles, who moved from New Jersey to
North Carolina in the late 1700's, and then to Kentucky.
In contrast with Andrew's line, above, the line of Nathan
and Charles is a 12/12 match with the Joseph/Micajah
line. While this close relationship has not been documented due to lack of evidence, it has always been
suspected. Both Charles and Micajah were baptized by
the same itinerant Church of England minister. The
Nathan Park line is well documented in Alice Crandall
Park's book, Park/e/s and Bunch on the Trail West
(rev. ed. 1982).
For Kit No . 4407, the paper trail starts with Joseph,
son of Roger, the War of 1812 veteran (mentioned above
in connection with No. 2708) . The test showed a 12/12
match with the Joseph/Micajah line. At this point, therefore, we have a defined line whose branches are Joseph/
Micajah, Nathan/Charles, and Roger (War of 1812)/
Joseph.
Finally, the paper trail for Kit No . 5013 starts with
Roger Parke (NJ 1682), and runs through John', John 3,
and Ebenezer'. Like the line of Noah' mentioned above,
this is considered to be a well documented line . However, it has only a 10/12 match with the Joseph/Micajah
line, and also with the Noah Park line of Kit No . 2707.
At this stage in my education in the science of genetics, I am confident that a 12/12 match specifically connects me with a related Parke line . Likewise, a no-match
clearly says I am not related . However, I am not certain
what a 11/12 or 10/12 match means.
Very early in my research on my Parke line, I decided
that the stories told by my mother and other Parke
relatives, about the descent of our line from Daniel Parke
of early colonial Virginia, were pure myth . [Ed. note:
Correct! No evidence has been found to show any
connection between the family of Daniel Parke (I)
and (II) of Va., and the family of Roger Parke (NJ
1682).]
As mentioned in the editor's note at the beginning of
this article, others with Park/e/s ancestry who think they
project by contacting Family Tree DNA . This can be
your opportunity to embrace this new technology and to
contribute to the advancement of genealogical knowledge
of our Roger Parke lineage.
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SIXTIETH Wedding Anniversary!

Joseph and Jean Grube #50H and Family

Our hearty congratulations to Mrs . Jean Burt Grube #50H and her husband Joseph Grube of Corvallis, OR, who
celebrated the sixtieth anniversary of their marriage during Thanksgiving weekend in 2002 . All their family was present
for the celebration, at Newport, OR.
Jean is an 11 th -generation descendant of Robert' Parke (MA 1630) through Thomas', Nathaniel 3, Margaret P.
Spicer', Nathan Spicer 5, Hannah Spicer Wells', Lyman', Mary Wells McDuffee 8 , William9, and Mary M . Burt.10
Jean Burt and Joseph Grube met while they were students at Linfield College . They were married on November 28,
1942, at Everett, WA, where Joe was stationed with the Army Air Corps . Jean's brother Wayne Burt and Wayne's
wife Louise served as attendants for Jean and Joe at the wedding . After World War II, the Grubes lived at Lowell, OR,
and at Grants Pass, OR, where Joe worked with his father and brother in the timber industry. In 1958 they moved to
Fairbanks, Alaska, where Joe worked as an air traffic controller . Ultimately he became an administrator with the
Federal Aviation Administration . At first Jean worked as a secretary to Army generals stationed in Alaska . Later she
was employed as a secretary in the office of the president of the University of Alaska, working for several executive vice
presidents, and standing in for the president's secretary in the absence of the latter . Jean and Joe moved to Corvallis in
1979, and retired there in 1981.
Joe and Jean enjoy researching history and genealogy, writing, and working on their computers . They have four
children : Gareth Grube, Woodinville, WA ; David Grube, Philomath; Michael Grube, Seattle, WA ; and Kathleen Susan
Grube, also of Seattle . They also have five grandchildren and one great-grandson.
Dana Parks Jr. Memorial Circulating Library -- Continued from page 21

Biography, vol . 1-10. (Note : Please remember that the Society Library does not have copies of these periodicals .)
Vol. 2 : Parke, Col . John.
Vol. 3 : Parke Family of Montgomery Co, PA, query regarding.
Vol. 4: Parke, John, lines of, quoted ; Park.
Vol. 5 : Park, Mrs . of Carolina; James P.; Parks, Mrs ., a lady of PA ; Abel; Robert, letter to Mary Valentine.
Vol. 7 : Parke, John E.
Vol. 10: Park, Jonah; Parke, Dr. Thomas; Park, William.
"Marriage Notices 1785-1794 for the whole United States" by Charles K . Bolton, 1900.
Copied from the MA Sentinel and the Columbian Sentinel . (Loan fee-$3 .) 929 .3/BOL
Parks, Warham . At Charleston, W.P., Esq., of Westfield, to Miss Gorham, oldest daughter of Nathaniel Gorham, Esq.
(S. Dec. 24, 1791)
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Member Profile : Wayne Edwin Park #1416
We are delighted to present Wayne Park's account of his life and his genealogical activities . We warmly
encourage others to submit similar writings, so that all of us can know each other better, little by little.
I was born on April 11, 1930, in Johnson County, in south central Indiana, son of Roy Edwin Park and Stella May
(Pitcher) Park . My birthplace was on land now located in Camp Atterbury, a military reservation in Johnson County . I
am a 9t-generation descendant of Roger Parke (NJ 1682), born in 1648 in Cartmel, Lancashire Co ., England . My line
is from Roger' through Roger, Jr.', Nathan 3, Charles4-5, Greenberry6, Henry', and my father Roy E .8
I graduated from Trafalgar High School in Indiana in 1948, and entered the newly organized United States Air Force
that fall, serving until discharge in September of 1951 . On May 5, 1951, I married Clara Josephine Hyatt . We have
three children, eight grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.
I spent 26 years working for the U .S . Government . This includes my Air Force time, followed by employment with
the Army Finance Center at Indianapolis, Indiana, and the U .S. Army Ordnance Corps in Cleveland, Ohio . In 1974 I
retired from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in Cleveland, after working for that organization for 13
years . After retirement, I operated an automotive tune-up shop in southern Indiana until 1988 . Subsequently we
established our residence in south Texas. We enjoy the climate there very much.
My interest in genealogy was sparked by a desire to learn about my roots . I started my research in 2000 . My wife
and I have enjoyed travel and we continue to do so . During the summer of 2002 we had the pleasure of meeting and
visiting very distinguished members of the Parke Society, Cecilia #535 and David Parke #13, in Florida . I have obtained a lot of valuable information from them and from Cecilia's book, Descendants of Roger Parke, Immigrant 16481739 (2000). Information in this book enabled me to learn about my line beyond my ancestor Nathan Park, who is
mentioned in the book by Alice Crandall Park, Park/e/s and Bunch on the Trail West, with Allied Families : Benton,
Cuvall, Foster, Greenwall, Jones, Loveless and Tally (1975) . It should come as no surprise that Cecilia and I are
indeed cousins, and had it not been for information provided by her, I would never have known this . We continue to
correspond and exchange information, although from my side I must say it is difficult for me to find anything she doesn't
already have . I officially joined the Society early in 2003.
I have found it quite a challenge to identify my ancestors because of the different spellings of the family name (Park/e/
s). It is interesting to note that my great-grandfather, Greenberry Park, was born Parke . Somewhere along the way he
or his family dropped the "e." When families do this they become more difficult to trace . Not only does the change in
spelling simulate a break in the line, but in this case it replaces a less common spelling with a more common one . This
was one of the greatest challenges I faced in my research, but once I identified the problem, the trail was a lot easier to
follow. I was interested that some of Greenberry's brothers kept the spelling "Parke ."
Association with the Parke Society has definitely been worthwhile for me, not only for the additional information that
I have gained about my family line, but also for the interesting people I have met . I would like to continue both of these
activities. I can be contacted at this e-mail address : joway30@wmconnect .com.
Early New Jersey Settlers of Northumberland Co ., PA -- Continued from page 25

The above Park/e/s seem to be tied into each other in
various ways and are most likely related . More research
is needed on the David Park/e who died in 1774 in
Northumberland Co ., PA, leaving several young children.
Who was William Park who died in 1805? Was he a
brother to David or possibly a son? David evidently
moved to Pennsylvania before the other Parkes migrated
from New Jersey . We need to know who his parents
were. Any information on this David would be welcome.

William Parks died in 1805, Shamokin twp .,
Northumberland Co ., PA. In October of 1806, Letters
of Administration were given to his wife, Sarah Parks.
William's property was appraised on October 14, 1806.
The document was signed by Nathan Pegg when it was
registered on October 22, 1806 . The names of people
who bought articles for sale were : Anna Parke, John
Humer, John Farnsworth , John Park and several others.
(Elaine Thompson PS# 1377 is related to these lines . Her
third-great-grandparents, John Park and Anna Pegg,
Continued on page 29
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were married in 1815 . John was a son of Richard and Sarah Loder Park; and Anna, a daughter of Isaac and Deborah
Park Pegg.)
It looks like several Park/e/s from the New Jersey area were in Northumberland County shortly after 1769 when the
Land Office opened and was offering land for sale in the area . Land records would be a great help to fill in gaps in our
information about these families.
Researchers are greatly needed on the Park/e/s of Northumberland County, PA . Please contact Cecilia B . Parke
PS#535 . davcel080@aol.com Thanks!
Concerning Names and Spellngs -- Continued from page 24

is pre-computer], students are pressed into service temporarily to fill out class cards, and usually scribble the names
down as they see fit. On the way from registration to class
a student will rarely bother to look at the card bearing his
name, and frequently the spelling is changed again as a
teacher rushes to complete a roll sheet. Of course the
changes in spelling lead to names being mispronounced,
but students hesitate to correct their teachers on this
matter, accepting whatever new name they are given.
Finally the Clerks in the counseling office bear the brunt of
the mistakes, for they must attempt to figure out which
class card name matches which transcript when posting
credits (or lack thereof).
"Even so, when we attempt to resolve these
problems by use of the computer there is widespread
griping about `garbage in, garbage out' and the depersonalization of education through the use of numbers.
"The contents of this book reflect in places some
degree of disagreement among scholars, or perhaps merely
copyists, about how to read, or decipher, the handwritten
records. Rupp's work is corrected by Hinke, and so on,
but somehow Rupp's work keeps finding its way into
bibliographies, and is reprinted for use by new generations
of family historians, and the same old errors in copying,
and the same ungrounded suppositions, are repeated . One
cannot become an expert in everything genealogical,
particularly when opportunities for form and in-depth
training are limited.
"Occasionally a fine article on geneagraphy will
appear, but alas it will be read by a relative few of the
hundred thousand or so who are doing research at any
given time . A fine text will caution the new student, but it is
read all too quickly, for it does not contain mention of any
known ancestors of a person hurrying to compile his
mixture of presidents and horse thieves . And then, after
years of searching, when one falls upon a long discredited
source containing some mythology about a family it is only
too easy to accept, particularly if it leads to another
generation or two, or to a royal line.
"Now then, what of the compiler [Boyer] of this
book? In spite of seven years of college, he received his
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finest training in the writing of research papers in high
school, and one thing he never forgot was to consistently
misspell every misspelled word when quoting from an
original source . Thus the reader can be reasonably
assured that the contents have been copied correctly.
Furthermore, they have all been proofed at least twice.
Past experience has shown, however, that six
proofreadings and comparison with original sources are
not adequate to eliminate every last error.
"Despite having read a goodly number of genealogical texts, and having taught community service classes
in genealogy at Los Angeles Mission College, this person
has a lot to learn about the materials presented herein.
He doesn't really know the difference between McKee
and MacKay. Oh, yes, they are spelled differently and
pronounced differently, and no doubt have different
origins and national backgrounds, but how expert can a
person aspire to be when the source of his materials is
coming from people who were simply doing a job they
were paid to do and probably cared little about.
"One final observation. A couple of years ago a
visit to some offices in the Federal Building in Los Angeles
led to observing a group of new citizens going to a clerk's
office to get their papers, after they had been sworn in in
the judge's chambers . It was amazing to watch the clerk,
a man of probably Chinese extraction, greet each new
citizen by name as he or she entered the office, and then
hand this new American the appropriate papers . Each
name was seemingly pronounced correctly, no matter
how rare it might have been . But the major point is that
the clerk did not know any of these people . He might
have seen them once before, when they made application,
and he had studied their photographs so he could make
them feel individually welcomed and cared for, by using
their names . He really cared about his job . Too bad his
ancestors were not doing the same job in London,
Belfast, Amsterdam and Birkenfeld."
Read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest!
PAX,
Historian Tad
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Ancestral Safari: Royal Forebears
By Dennis L . Lorensen #1185

Editor's note : In the Newsletter issues of 2002

January 2003,
says the Capetian line
for Alice
Freeman "is no longer tenable ." (Ref. article by
William G Cook #66 in the Newsletter, 1986
Vol. 223 No . 1, p. 6.) However, there is a newly
found royal line going back through the
Throckmortons to Louis IV, King of France from
936 to 954. I learned this from professional
genealogist Henry B . Hoff. Mr. Hoff, in a letter to
me, stated that he had no plans to publish.
However, some time later I read that he was
going to publish after all, so I decided it would be
best for me to leave it alone.

Vol. 39 No . 3, pp . 33, 47, and 2003 Vol . 40 No . 1, p.
56, we were pleased to bring you writings of Dennis

L. Lorensen #1185, reviving the Ancestral Safari
Series written by the late William Grant Cook #66
(1905-1998) and published in the Newsletter and its
predecessor between 1973 and 1996. Set forth below
are items concerning the royal and medieval ancestry
ofAlice Freeman Thompson Parke, second wife of
Robert Parke (MA 1630), and of Alice's daughter
Dorothy Thompson Parke who married Robert's son
Thomas2 Parke. The first part of this article, "Errata," contains corrections and updates to previous
articles.

Also, the lineage from Maldred, Lord of Carlisle
and Allerdale, to the royal house of Scotland is
now disclaimed. If I see this correctly, it means
that we also "lose" Kenneth I MacAlpin, and up
to five other kings of Scotland . The source for
this bad news was The Scottish Genealogist,
vol. 25 (1978), p . 98. How this could have
eluded so many genealogists for so many years is
hard to explain . I will try to obtain a copy of that
article.

ERRATA.
•

•

It was brought to my attention that I omitted
Generation 8 in my Marmion article (Newsletter,
2001 Vol . 38 No . 2, p. 23) . Generation 8 in that
article should have been Thomas de Camville—
Agnes. In addition, I identified the place of
marriage for Thomas Parke and Dorothy Thompson as Roxbury, MA . They actually were
married at Wethersfield, CT. My apologies for
these errors.
In the Newsletter, 1991 Vol . 28 No. 3, p. 39, the
chart showing descent from Charlemagne to Alice
Freeman identified the parents of Otto the
Illustrious as Louis the German, King of Bavaria,
and his wife Emma of Bavaria . This also was an
error. Otto's parents were Ludolph, Duke of
Saxony, and his wife Oda . According to Royalty
for Commoners by Roderick W . Stuart, this
lineage should be:
1 . Bruno I, warlord of the Saxons in Engern—
(daughter of Count Dietrich);
2. Bruno, Count in Saxon-Engern—Hasalda, a
daughter of Wittikind;
3. Bruno, Count of Saxony—Oda;
4. Ludolph, Duke of Saxony—Oda, daughter
of Billung of Thuringia and Aeda, a noble
Frank;
5. Otto the Illustrious, Duke of Saxony—
Hedwiga, Princess of Bavaria.

•

More Rain on Ancestral Safari : Gary Boyd
Roberts, in his online article No . 68, dated 24

• On a brighter note, in Mr. Roberts' article cited
above, he mentioned that Julie Otto of the New
England Historical and Genealogical Society is
researching the ancestry of Jane Bond, a greatgrandmother of our Alice Freeman Thompson
Parke.

QUEEN FREDEGONDE.
The line of descent set forth below pertains to two
Newsletter articles by William G Cook #66, "Who Stole
Our Golden Oldies?" at 1988 Vol. 25 No. 3, p. 38, and
"The Alluring Queen Fredegonde : Murder She Wrought,"
at 1989 Vol . 26 No . 2, pp. 22, 26 . In the late 6th century, Fredegonde was the wife of Chilperic, king of
Soisson or Neustria, in what is now northern France.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Clodion
Merovaeus (Merovee)
Childeric
Clovis I, the Great
Clotaire (Lothair) – (2) Arnegonde
Chilperic – (3) FREDEGONDE
Chlotaire II – Haldetrude
Continued
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8. Dagobert I–Berthilde
9. Siegbert III – Hyrnneglide
10. Dagobert II – Mechtilde
11. Adela, Princess of Austrasia
12.
of Blois
Aubri I, Count
13. Aubri II, Count of Blois
14. Theidlindus – Count Gainfroi
15. Giselbert, Count of Maasfau
16. Giselbert, Count of Darnau – Ermengarde of Lorraine
17. Regnier I – Hersent of France
18. Regnier II –Adelaide of Burgundy
19. Regnier III –Adele of Dagsbourg
20. Regnier IV, Count of Hainaut–Edith
21. Beatrix of Hainaut – Ebles I
22. Hildouin III, Count of Montdidier –Alix de Roucy
23. Margaret de Montdidier – Hugh, Count of Clermont
24. Adeliza de Clermont – Gilbert FitzRichard de Clare
25. Baldwin FitzRichard de Clare –Adeliza de Rullos
26. Hugh Wake – Emma de Clare

27. Geoffrey Wake —
28. D. Wake – William de Duston
29. Isabel de Duston – Sir Walter de Grey
30. Thomas de Grey —
31. Jane de Grey – Guy le Breton
32. Katharine le Breton – Thomas Quatremain
33. Thomas Quatremain – Joan Russell
34. Matilda (Maud) Quatremain–John de Bruley
35. Joan Bruley – John Danvers
36. Amice (Amy) Danvers – John Langston
37. Joan Langston – John Giffard
38. Amy Gifford – Richard Samwell
39. Susanna Samwell – Peter Edwards
40. Edward Edwards – Ursula Coles
41. Margaret Edwards – Henry Freeman
42. ALICE FREEMAN – (1) John Thompson;
(2) ROBERT PARKE
43. DOROTHY THOMPSON – THOMAS
PARKE

American Ancestral Origins are
Diverse
According to the Census Bureau, as of the 1990 census, one American in four (57 .9 million) was of German descent,
making them the nation's largest ethnic group . The Irish are next, accounting for one American in six, followed by the
English, one in eight ; Afro-Americans, one in 10 ; and Italian, one in 17 . Reported a few years ago by the Associated
Press, this information appeared in an undated newspaper article sent to your Editor by a Society member.
The long version of the 1990 census form was sent to one household in six . Among other things, it included a
question about respondents' ancestry, to be answered by filling in a blank space. From the responses, the Census
Bureau extrapolated estimated national totals for each group.
California had the largest population of many of the northern and western European groups, including Germans,
Irish, English, French and Dutch . By contrast, New York ranked first in many eastern and southern European groups,
such as Italian, Polish and Russian . Among other factors, this may reflect the timing of migration to America of people
from various parts of Europe.
This is not a scientifically rigorous method of collecting information . I do not say this by way of criticism . With selfreporting, one always has to ask how accurate the responses are . Some people may claim a nationality because they
prefer to be identified with it regardless of facts . Others may not know their origins, or may have to rely on vague
family traditions which can be misleading or incorrect . A more basic problem is that nearly all of us can claim several
nationalities among our ancestors . If we are limited to one choice, which one should it be? Some people responded to
the census question with racial labels such as "white," or continents, such as North America . More than 12 million
people, one in 20, called themselves just plain Americans . These responses can be interpreted in various ways.
Nevertheless, like everything else in census records, the information may be useful as a starting point for further
research . The Parke Society focuses on people who have at least one ancestor from the British Isles, which we understand to consist of England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and smaller islands belonging to them . The 1990 census figure
for people claiming Irish descent was 38 .7 million; English, 32 .7 million; Scotch-Irish, 5 .6 million; Scottish, 5 .4 million;
Welsh, 2 million ; and British, 1 .1 million. The total for the British Isles is 85 .5 million, more than a third of the American
population in 1990 . PDP
31
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A Major Nerve Center of the Parke Society
Many people in many locations throughout the United States make important and indeed vital contributions to the
work and welfare of the Parke Society. Without a doubt one of the key locations is the humble basement office in
Milwaukee, WI, where Father Michael (Tad) Parks #425H carries out his work as executive director and historian of
the Society. Readers maybe interested in having a glimpse of this office, the better to appreciate what Father Michael
does for the Society. The photographs were provided by David #13 and Cecilia #535 Parke of Spring Hill, FL . PDP

The Lighter Side of Genealogy . ..
Humor contributed by R . Dan Parke #1422.
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•

My family tree is a few branches short! All help
appreciated.

•

Shake your family tree and watch the nuts fall!

•

• A new cousin a day keeps boredom away.
•

After 30 days unclaimed ancestors will be adopted.

•

Any family tree produces some lemons, some nuts,
and a few bad apples.

If only people came with pull-down menus and
on-line help! Isn't genealogy fun?

•

Ever find an ancestor HANGING from the family
tree?

•

The answer to one problem leads to two more!

•

FLOOR: The place for storing your priceless genealogy records .

•

A family tree can wither if nobody tends its roots.

